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Abstract
In this paper, we present a generalized physical model used for simulation of photovoltaic (PV) cells, panels and
arrays taking into account the direct and the reverse modes. This model is useful for power electronic systems. This
model named Direct-Reverse Model is simple, fast, accurate and can help designers to study industrial systems. It
is based on the basic two diodes model representing a PV cell/panel/array. It allows the investigation of the I-V and
P-V characteristics at diﬀerent situations such as mismatches due to the partial or global shaded PV cell at various
environmental conditions by changes in PV cell surface temperature and/or solar radiation. Also the eﬀect of the
by-pass diode protection and its contributions to reduce the magnitude of the hot spots heating in a shaded PV cell are
analysed. A set of experimentations on the behaviour of solar cells and solar panels have been made to validate our
physical model.
Keywords: PV Cell Behaviour, Direct Mode Biased, Reverse Mode Biased (second quadrant), Shaded PV Cells,
Bypass Diode.
1. Introduction
The eﬃciency of a global photovoltaic (PV) systemmainly depends on the reverse characteristic of individual cells
involved quality and uniformity of the illumination. For the complete study of PV system behaviours, simulations and
experimental processes have to integrate both direct and reverse operating modes of the cells. In literature, this
problem was generally considered only by software simulation [1, 2]. Nevertheless, methods currently used for
modelling and characterizing the performance of photovoltaic cell/panel/array have to consider them in their real use
within environmental conditions.
We have developped a generalized physical complete model, experimentally validated with solar cells and pan-
els, to characterize the behaviour of solar cell taking into account the direct and the reverse operating mode of the
cells. At ﬁrst, this model was developed and tested with ORCAD and PSPICE software simulating the eﬀect on the
photovoltaic (PV) system within real environmental parameters as temperature, irradiation, shading and array con-
ﬁgurations. At second, experimental electrical characterizations of about 60 cells providing from the same sorted
series were performed using an electronic system, developed in our laboratory based on a micro-controller dedicated
to photovoltaic cell and panel characterizations. This electronic controller allows the instantaneous measurement of
the real I-V characteristic curve, plotted by an oscilloscope.
A series of tests for various irradiation levels and temperatures were made to analyse the electrical mechanisms
in the power repartition in a PV panel non-uniformly illuminated. Results were compared with the experimental ones
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for model validation. Finally, to take into account the inﬂuence of a complete or partial shading, we considered panels
constituted by two parallel strings and compared experimental results with the electrical simulations by the model.
2. The basic model for photovoltaı¨c cell
Solar cell is generally represented by the simple double exponential model as illustrated in Fig. 1. Thus a PV
cell is systematized by a power supply and diodes, the power supply converts solar radiation to the photo-current Iph
which depends on environmental conditions (temperature and illumination). The photovoltaic current I which ﬂows
to the load is the photo-current Iph reduced by currents through diodes D1 and D2, shunt resistance Rsh and series
resistance Rs.
Figure 1: Equivalent electrical circuit of PV cell.
This two-diode model for solar cell is widely described in literature [3, 4]. The equation 1 of this classical model
links IPV to VPV , taking into account the photo-current,Iph, the saturation currents of the diodes, Isat1 and Isat2 the
junction temperature, the series and parallel resistors, Rs and Rsh and the ideality factor A.
IPV = Iph − Isat1.
(
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q.(V+I.Rs )
A.K.T − 1
)
− Isat2.
(
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K.T − 1
)
− V + Rs
Rsh
(1)
Figure 2: I-V and P-V characteristics of PV Generator.
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In Eq. 1, T is the temperature, K, is the Boltzmann constant and q, the electron charge. Fig. 2 shows the I-V
characteristic of such a system, deduced from Eq. 1. We also report in this ﬁgure the DC load line deﬁning the
practical functioning point.
This ﬁgure point out three other characteristic points on the I-V curve. The two ﬁrst points are located at V=0 and
at IPV = 0 yielding to the short-circuit current Isc and the open-circuit voltage Voc, respectively. The third points is the
maximum power point deﬁned by IPV = Impp and V = Vmpp achieved when dP/dV = 0. These three points allow the
deﬁnition of the ﬁll factor, FF deﬁned by
FF =
Impp.Vmpp
Isc.Voc
(2)
The FF is an important quality parameter to compare cells quality and electrical losses in a cell.
3. Direct and reverse characterisations of solar cells
The classical model presented above take into account only the direct functioning mode for the cells. But, as soon
as we consider real cases, i.e. with non-uniform illuminations, some cells connected in panel strings can rapidly biased
in the reverse part of their I-V characteristic. To consider this situation, some authors proposed a general model [3, 5],
extended the model presented above, theoretically reliable for all cells in a panel, without distinction between them.
The complexity of existing models due to the non linearities and the diﬃculties of their implementation in software
programming are quite deterrent to their use. However, the majority of scientists use, either a simple programming
models with numerical methods imposing convergence conditions dealing the operating reverse mode of the solar cell,
or produced models by piecewise linearising of the I-V and P-V characteristics only in the direct biased mode under
PSPICE environment [3, 4, 5].
Due to the diﬃculties to calculate the complete V-I characteristic with the mathematical above approaches, we
have chosen to solve this problem by a simulation model implemented in a digital system based on a micro-controller
dedicated to the characterizations of solar cells and solar panels, measuring as function of external parameters, the
I-V data.
For the present study, we have characterized about 60 solar cells, providing from the same sorted series (same
growing, same treatment, same packaging) in the direct and reverse modes. We report in Fig. 3 the reverse character-
istic of the tested cells.
Figure 3: Practical I-V curves of 60 PV Cells providing from the same sorted series.
Surprisingly, Fig. 3 clearly shows a huge discrepancy in the behaviours of the cells. These unexpected results point
out two characteristic avalanche reverse voltages appearing around −5V and −14V . A ﬁrst conclusion deduced from
these measurements point out the necessity to make a carefully characterisation of all cells, even providing from same
series for select cells having the same reverse characteristic before their association in a string, as we always consider
this condition for the direct mode under the same conditions (illumination, temperature, partial or total shade. . . ).
Thus, the analyse of these experimental results shows the needs of a suitable equivalent electrical model, which has
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to take into account the three linear parts of both sides of the two voltage thresholds and has to support both direct
and reverse modes of the cell. Additionally, it seems to be usefull to simulate the cells behaviour under diﬀerent solar
radiation levels, diﬀerent operating temperatures and even in association with engineering treatment elements, as by
pass-diode, and diﬀerent shadows eﬀects.
Figure 4: The equivalent circuit of the Direct-Reverse model
In order to deﬁne a more complete physical model in a software environment able to simulate and accurately reﬂect
the behaviour of solar cells, we used the piecewise linearisation technique for representing the reverse operating mode.
Thus a more reliable model, named Direct-Reverse Model, is proposed and represented in Fig. 4. It is based on the
basic model noted ”Direct mode biased” added with a set of three parallel branches constituted by a series of a diode
in opposite mode, a Thevenin generator and a resistor, noted ”Reverse mode biased”. The ﬁrst Thevenin generator, or
battery is tuned to V = 0 to simulate the global behaviour of the cell beginning from V = 0. The second one is tuned
to −4V , to take into account the ﬁrst inﬂection of the curves beginning at −4V . The third Thevenin generator is tuned
to −14V and allows Ipv variations for voltage below −14V . As we can see, the normal mode does not implicates the
additional section dedicated for the ”Reverse mode biased” because of the inversion of the polarisation of the three
diodes. Thus it is possible with this model to study precisely a cell, a panel or an array in the two quadrants operating
modes (direct and reverse modes). The user can investigate a lot of conﬁgurations by tuning all parameters mixed
together (illumination, temperature, shadows. . . ). Moreover, some special conditions cannot be computed but only
simulated, as associations of multiple PV panels connected together, and protected by by-pass diodes.
Our experiments on PV cells, partially or completely shaded, show that the critical threshold voltages of −4V
and −14V do not change when the cell is enlighten or darked. The limitations for a cell in the reverse mode i.e. in
the avalanche region, are lied to the thermal dissipation possibilities when the avalanche voltage is reached, suddenly
forcing the rising of the current which can instantly destroy the PV cell. So the idea is to create a series of branches
(battery-diode-resistor) mounted in parallel. The voltage of the batteries are diﬀerent from one branch to another one
and is intended to opposite to the reverse voltage of the solar cell Vbr then the diode inserted in series with this battery
get on when Vbr becomes greater than the battery voltage. The resistances inserted in each parallel branch serves
as linearisation slope to draw the reverse behaviour by piecewise as much as possible for a better approximation to
experimentation.
The Direct-Reverse model has been submitted to a reliability test [6] and compared to results obtained in previous
researches. Therefore, we made series of tests in order to validate this model by including:
• The inﬂuence of the variation in solar radiation, in direct and reverse mode under ﬁxed temperature on the
characteristics of PV cell and then estimate the power dissipated in the cell operating in reverse mode;
• The inﬂuence of temperature variation in both operating modes at constant irradiation for PV cell characteristics;
• Then and following the previous results, we have expanded the model to study the BP Solar 50W panel with
only one bypass diode in its terminal outputs and so compared with experimental results.
4. Simulation of PV cell by the Direct-Reverse Model
The diagram of the physical model described above was developed under Orcad-Capture software. It is to be noted
that the same model could also be developed by other software like Proteus/Isis. We have simulated the behaviour
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of the solar cell under various irradiation levels to show the inﬂuence of partial or completely shadow eﬀects at ﬁxed
temperature, and to point out the inﬂuence of temperature variations at ﬁxed illumination.
4.1. Illumination eﬀects on the PV cell behaviour
Fig. 5 gives exactly the I-V behaviour in both direct and reverse, from the top curve corresponding to the nominal
irradiation down to the bottom curve corresponding to the dark. The simulations are done for the ﬁxed temperature
value of 25oC. The inﬂuence of shading on the behaviour of a solar cell is clearly shows by these curves with an
increase of the I-V dependency with the decrease of the illumination. Actually, within this model we have found
that the PV cell produces its maximum power under standard environmental conditions (1000 W/m2 and 25oC), and
logically its power decreases with the decreases of illumination.
Figure 5: Inﬂuence of the shadowing on the direct and reverse modes of the I-V characteristic of the PV cell.
We show in Fig. 6, the I-V behaviour of the PV cell when it operates in the reverse mode due to a total shadowing.
The dynamic of this process is described in Fig. 7 representing the dissipated power as a function of time for various
illumination level at a ﬁxed external ambiant temperature. The huge increase of the dissipated power appears in less
than one second when the cell is completely illuinated and starts immediatly in case of shadowing. In this situation
the PV cell, but also its physical environment may be rapidly destroyed, making the PV panel unusable.
Figure 6: Reverse mode for a complete shadowing of the PV cell.
This phenomena can be described considering that when the cell is shaded, it enters in reverse operating mode
and consuming the power. As shown in Fig. 7 quickly, the cell will consume whereabouts 50W and therefore its
temperature rises sharply so producing a hot-spot heating. Following the decreases of consumption signiﬁcantly due
to its progressive illumination and therefore the power consumption is about 32, 20, 10, 0 watts respectively for solar
irradiation levels of 250, 500, 750 and 1000 W/m2, see Figure 7.
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Figure 7: Dissipated power in the PV cell for various irradiations at a ﬁxed external temperature equal to 25oC
4.2. Temperature eﬀects on the PV cell behaviour
After the modelisation of the illumination eﬀect in the above section, the second series of tests validating the
model correspond to the problematic posed for the description of the cell behaviour when it is exposed to a constant
irradiation but with temperature changes on its surface. For a ﬁxed solar irradiation of 1000 W/m2 and, for the various
temperatures on the surface from −10oC to 100oC, Fig.8 and Fig.9 show the I-V behaviour in direct and reverse
modes, respectively.
Figure 8: Direct mode temperature behavior.
It clearly appears that the open circuit voltage Voc variations due to the temperature variation are insigniﬁcant.
It represents about 0.005V/oC and, aﬀects the position of the maximum power point (MPP) position by a negative
coeﬃcient temperature. We report in Fig. 10 the P-V behaviour of a cell for various temperatures on the surface from
−10oC to 100oC for a ﬁxed solar radiation of 1000 W/m2. We see that the output power of the cell is maximized at
about 1.8W for −10oC and then decreases with the rising of the temperature until it reaches about 1.5W at 100oC.
This result will oblige to carry the solar cell at low temperature as well as possible in order to have an eﬃcient
output power. It conﬁrms the well-known relation between the eﬃciency of PV installation and the temperature
yielding to a decrease of the produced power with the increase of the temperature. The Direct-Reverse Model reﬂects
precisely that the temperature changes have a signiﬁcant inﬂuence on the open circuit voltage Voc but no one on the
short-circuit current Isc.
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Figure 9: Reverse mode temperature behavior.
Figure 10: Curves of Power as a function of V and illumination.
Therefore we should to develop an improved model for better care of Isc variation due to various temperatures
which will be discussed at the end of this article.
4.3. Simulation of the BP Solar panel
The experimental validation of the Direct-Reverse Model was done, and presented in the above sections, on solar
cell. To go further, we have simulate with this model a standard PV panel, approaching in that the modelisation of a
real installation. The BP solar module BP350J used in our laboratory is a 50W PV panel which is constituted by two
parallel of 19 cells strings connected in series. The cells are built from polycrystalline Si. The open voltage is 21.8v
under standard conditions and produce a short current of 3A. The MPP is about (2.9A, 17.5v) and can produce 50
Watts. Only one terminal by-pass diode is mounted for its protection.For various solar irradiations and for a constant
temperature equal to ambiant, we report the complete I-V and P-V characteristics of the panel in Fig.11 and Fig.12,
respectively.
We observe that the model take into account the inﬂuence of shadows on each cell of the panel.
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Figure 11: I-V characteristics of BP Solar Panel.
Figure 12: P-V characteristic of BP solar BP350J simulated with the Direct-Reverse Model.
5. Conclusion
We have presented a general physical model for simulation of photovoltaic cells, panels and arrays considering
both direct and reverse modes. The model, named the Direct-Reverse Model was developed using the basic PV model
classically used in litterature. The results presented were obtained in simulations and compared with the experimental
ones obtained on a series of about 60 cells and with a standard photovoltaic panel (BP solar BP350J), at a power
peak of 45W (Ippm = 2.9A and Vppm = 17.5V) under normal environmental conditions. We have anlayzed the I-V
and P-V characteristics of these systems taking into account the illumination and the temperature. The comparison
between the experimental I-V characteristic curves with the I-V characteristic curves simulated by the model of the
PV panel at diﬀerent irradiation levels and temperatures within various scenarios points out the validity of the model.
Additionally, the Direct-Reverse Model allows to carry out the dissipated power in the shaded cells at the origin of the
hot spots heating.
The Direct-Reverse Model for simulating a PV cell/panel/array has been developed to allow designers to study PV
system installations. So within this model, it is possible to build and tests a PV generators under various temperatures
and various illuminations. It will be also possible to study the eﬀects of included bypass diodes in the panel. We have
proven, with this model, that the shaded cell, in the worst case, consumes energy instead of supplying. By else, the
model aslso take into account the local hot spot due to the high breakdown voltage in the junction inducing damages
in solar cells when shading appears .We have seen that partial shadow as a passing cloud aﬀects the eﬃciency of the
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PV Generator by the fast reduction of the supply power and so can induce the instability of the whole system. The
proposed model can simulate the dissipated power in each solar cell under various irradiation or temperature levels.
Finally, the Direct-Reverse Model proposed in this publication for solar cells, panels or arrays correctly describes the
behaviour of PV circuits under actual environmental conditions and is simple to implement, ﬂexible and robust.
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